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In 1940, Bessarabia economy, more precise the territory included in the recent Soviet Republic – SSRM, it 
was more an agrarian one, having its industrial development at 3% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). In 
almost three decades, in 1969, the industrial share in Moldova’s GDP rises above 50%. The changes made in 
the political and economical area in that period, following the Soviet model, completely different from the 
occidental one, are essential in order to understand the upcoming decades, including the present-day situation 
in the Republic of Moldova and the problems faced by the eastern part of medieval Moldova in the beginning 
of the third millennium. The elite that leaded this austere time of modernization, what where the methods used 
for achieving this progress taking in consideration the situation in the year 1940? What is the nationality 
majority – Romanians/Moldovans? How strong was Moscow’s trust in the local political and economical elite 
to control the modernization process after the war? These questions are justified since along with the political 
and economical modernization of the forced annexes, last one in 1945, - have been carefully taken under 
surveillance by the Soviet regime and promoting a “Leninist” national politics – a politic concerned by the 
national relationships of the Union Republics. In other words – the politics and economics changing politics 
by the Soviet regime in SSRM must have taken in consideration the cultural and mental specificity of the 
local population.  
 During the first years after being taken in the Soviet Union, 1940-1941, the political and economical 
elite is being selected out of the NKVD personnel in ASSRM, meaning transnistrean people, and any other 
person coming from USSR, especially from Russia and the Ukraine. Locals are neglected; the system didn’t 
trust anyone that lived during the democratic regime, like Romania in the period between the world wars. This 
lack of trust extended to the local communists, members of the Communist Party in Romania. After 1944, the 
selection process is gradually changing but to the mid of ‘60, the economical and political elite is permanently 
controlled by the representatives of the ASSRM establishment group. It was a matter of time till the 
Bessarabians took their places that explain the political dialogue at the end of the ’80 regarding the Romanian 
identity.  
 The political and economical Soviet crisis during the last years of Perestroika leads to the collapse of 
the Soviet Union forming 15 independent states and appearance of other unrecognized political entities. 
Giving up the Soviet political and economical modernization model causes a dramatic change regarding the 
dialogue of national elite and the minority, previously encouraged by Moscow. The process of political and 
economical modernization still has a national tent, and the elite behavior is varying from one ethnical group to 
the other. The Baltic countries having a really strong notion of national consciousness, are the most 
developed, from the economical point of view, of the former Soviet countries, becoming members of EU in 
2004, before Romania.  

Is there any relationship between the political-economical modernization and the national 
consciousness in the Independent Republic of Moldova? What are the consequences of the Soviet political-
economical modernization in Moldova? What elements are preserved and changed for the almost 20 years of 
independence in the political and economical sphere of the eastern territory of historical Moldova? What 
solutions there are? These questions will be answered during the conference. 


